Life is Better in Flip Flops

Supplies

- Dollar Store Flip Flops – two coordinating pairs
- Dollar Store Silk Flowers – one bunch (usually 5-6 flowers)
- chipboard alphabet letters
- ribbon – 36” length to coordinate with flip flops
- glue – with fine tip nozzle

Instructions

1. Select chipboard letters to spell out a message – Life Is Better In Flip Flops.

   TIP: This is a good opportunity to use up several different styles of chipboard alphabet letters in the same color.

2. Starting at the heel end, attach chipboard letters to flip flops in a random fashion with the fine tip nozzle of a multi-purpose glue. Let dry.

3. Turn flip flops over on the work surface. Starting at the base of the bottom flip flop, attach 36” of ribbon to back with a glue gun. Go up to one side, leaving a 12” hanger at the top and down the other side. Trim any excess ribbon with scissors.
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